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agreement with Iraq on the condition that the actual aid given
should be dependent upon the international situation at the time.
He hoped very much that the agreement would in fact lead to iden-
tification of agreement with Turkey-Pakistan. I said that I thought
the best hope of this was to proceed as we had planned, but I was
confident that our action would be met by strong political opposi-
tion from elements subject to Zionist influence.
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6S4A.85/4-2154: Telegram

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the
Department of State 1

CONFIDENTIAL LONDON, April 21, 1954—7 p. m.
4636. Foreign Office told us and French Embassy today that Brit-

ish Embassies Washington and Paris have been instructed inform
Department and Quai d'Orsay that Eden desires discuss Israel-
Jordan border situation with Secretary and Bidault in Paris, pref-
erably afternoon of 24th. Purpose would be explore possibility tri-
partite joint approach to Jordan and Israel with view ascertaining
their concrete suggestions for improving border machine' y and re-
ducing border tensions. Foreign Office hopes Department can send
its reaction to suggestion to Paris in advance of proposed discussion
between three foreign secretaries.

Foreign Office explains its suggestion based on growing skepti-
cism as to prospects from prompt and effective SC action. British
believe approach should first be made to Jordan (in Amman) and
then, following receipt HKJ views, to Israel (Foreign Office think-
ing not definite as to when approach to Israel would be made). Par-
ties would be approached in this order because: (1) UK does not
wish close door to possibility of meeting two parties in New York
whereas simultaneous approach would imply this abandoned; and
(2) UK believes Israel "more out of line" than Jordan as regards
present situation, hence approach to Israel would be strengthened
if any specific suggestion, e.g., return of Israel to MAC, resulted
from approach to Jordan.

1 Repeated to Paris (for Secretary Dulles) as telegram 636, and to Tel Aviv and
Amman.


